Implementing Martian dust lifting scheme into DCPAM, and a diagnosis experiment of surface dust flux
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The Martian dust cycle influences thermal states of its atmosphere, hence it plays an important role for determining states of the Martian atmosphere\cite{Gierasch1968}. Dust processes to be considered are dust lifting, turbulent mixing, advection, and gravitational sedimentation. Parameterizations of lifting by model resolved wind stress and by model unresolved vortices such as dust devils are considered. The Martian dust cycle has been simulated with general circulation models implemented above dust process schemes by some research groups. For example, Kahre et al.\cite{Kahre2006} roughly simulated a seasonal variation of dust loading. The seasonal variation of dust loading has a peak in during northern autumn and winter. In contrast, DCPAM\cite{Takahashi2012}, which is a general circulation model developed by our group, has not been implemented above dust process schemes. Aims of this study are to implement dust process schemes into DCPAM, and to perform numerical experiments on the dust cycle with it. In the future, we will consider about interannual variability of the Martian dust distribution, which still has not been reproduced. In this work, we implement dust lifting scheme by model resolved wind stress into DCPAM. Additionally, we perform an experiment with dust lifting to investigate behavior of this dust lifting scheme. And, we compare our model’s results with those of Kahre et al.\cite{Kahre2006}.

The model utilized is DCPAM which is developed by GFD Dennou Club. DCPAM adopted three dimensions primitive equations. A radiative scheme by Takahashi et al.\cite{Takahashi2003,2006} is used. This include the radiative effects of gaseous CO\textsubscript{2} and suspended dust. And, used suspended dust distribution is spatially and temporally fixed. A turbulent process is estimated by used vertical diffusivity based on Mellor and Yamada\cite{Mellor1974}. A surface process is estimated based on Louis et al.\cite{Louis1982}. Each parameter are selected as Martian values. We use a surface distribution of thermal inertia, albedo and topography observed by Mars Global Surveyor. A horizontal discretization is the spectral method, and the truncation wavenumber is 21. A vertical discretization is the finite difference method, and the number of layer is 32. We integrate 3 Mars year, and use the last 1 Mars year for analysis.

First, we implement a dust lifting scheme called by KMH scheme\cite{Kahre2006} into DCPAM. Then, we perform a diagnosis experiment of surface dust flux with this. This result is similar to result by Kahre et al.\cite{Kahre2006} as follows. In regions around latitude 50N degree and 30S degree, strongly dust lifting occurs during northern autumn and winter. At latitude 50N degree, it appears that eastward waves, which have zonal wavenumber 1 and period 6 Mars days, contribute to dust lifting. it is to be considered the baroclinic wave\cite{Briggs1979}. At latitude 30S degree, it appears that westward waves, which have zonal wavenumber 1 and period 1 Mars days, contribute to dust lifting. It is to be considered the diurnal thermal tidal wave\cite{Joshi1979}, and dust lifting tends to occur at 16 o’clock local time. These results qualitatively are consistent with those of Kahre et al.\cite{Kahre2006}, but are not quantitatively consistent with these of Kahre et al.\cite{Kahre2006}. For example, our model’s surface dust flux is greater by a degree of magnitude then these of Kahre et al.\cite{Kahre2006} in the northern polar cap. The reason is probably that the number of vertical levels and the method for estimating turbulent mixing are different from those of Kahre et al.\cite{Kahre2006}. In this work, we implemented dust lifting scheme by model resolved wind into DCPAM. We are now implementing dust lifting scheme by dust devils into DCPAM. Then, we are going to implement advective scheme and gravitational sedimentation scheme into DCPAM in turn, and perform numerical experiments for their implementation test.
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